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ABSTRACT
The ability to collect, aggregate, and process “big data”, particularly
with artificial intelligence (AI) tools, has the potential to facilitate
breakthrough research in conservation. As institutions develop and
deploy such systems at scale, it is critical that they be designed
with ethics, fairness, and transparency best practices in mind. In
this short paper, we outline potential ethical concerns around AI
for conservation as a starting point for further work to advance.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Codes of ethics; • Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence; Machine learning.
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INTRODUCTION

Machine Learning (ML) has shown great promise in conservation
applications alongside traditional approaches. Citizen science organizations such as iNaturalist have used Artificial Intelligence
(AI) for species classification, helping contribute research-grade
observations to the scientific community. Remote sensing scientists have been applying AI for petabyte-scale geospatial analysis
in forest monitoring, and conservation area planning [6]. Further
research results include identifying animals using wildlife camera
traps and microphone arrays [1][7]. When thoughtfully designed
and appropriately deployed, AI has the potential to significantly
scale the impact of current conservation efforts.
Recent advances in cloud and ML infrastructure have accelerated
the development and deployment of AI solutions. Large volumes of
high-fidelity data and easy access to expert and non-expert human
labelers significantly reduces the time needed to prepare a training
dataset for ML. Cloud computing platforms enable developers not
only to store a large amount of data, but also train and serve state-ofthe-art ML models. Global aggregators such as Global Biodiversity
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Information Facility (GBIF) federate numerous datasets, and help
researchers share their datasets with broader audiences.
However, the same infrastructural maturity that accelerates AI
solutions to conservation challenges has also made it easier to scale
other tasks that have recently received increased attention for perpetuating existing societal disparities. For example, face recognition
has been shown to bias against darker-skinned individuals when it
has not been trained on a sufficiently diverse dataset [2].
Similar ethical issues now also face the AI for conservation community. Building upon previous discussions [14], we highlight four
areas of ethical concerns central to the field, and invite community
members to brainstorm mitigation and prevention methods.

2 ETHICAL AI FOR CONSERVATION
2.1 Explainability
AI-powered analytics is already a form of scientific evidence for
downstream research such as population estimation [12] and natural resource monitoring. If users of ML-derived data are unaware
of a model’s biases, they may entrust the system with too much influence and credibility. As these research results may impact policy
in certain applications, the evidence provided by AI systems needs
to be explainable to stakeholders.
Explainable models benefit AI developers as well: certain applications in conservation, such as species identification, require
substantial human expertise. Explainable AI systems help human
experts examine root causes of possible erroneous AI predictions,
enabling them to intervene and improve the system.
The ML community has started developing quantitative methods
on explainability for both datasets and models [8][9][11][13]. But
explainability cannot always be achieved post-hoc: we may need a
development workflow where explainability is a consistent priority.
Instead of predicting class probability, for example, models can be
trained to predict an explanation of class membership, which can be
verified by human experts. For applications where understanding
the causal mechanism is important (e.g., predicting the impact of
human activities on migration patterns), causal models may provide
additional explainability and control to scientists [4].

2.2

made transparent to prevent scope creep. Additional caution must
be exercised when AI systems impact human privacy and safety.
In some cases, human information may be incidentally recorded
by the system, and further work on protecting personally identifiable information (PII) is needed. In other cases, human information
is intentional recorded and critical to the application. When collecting and making use of such data, the AI for conservation community
must follow internationally accepted laws and norms with respect
to surveillance and human rights. For example, humans in camera
trap images can help monitor illegal activity but also present an
issue for privacy. Irrespective of intent, sharing data that contains
human information must comply with existing PII-related policies.
Opportunities exist for building AIs to pre-process data, and redact
or obfuscate all PII from the media prior to publishing.
Systematic biases against human communities could be amplified and reinforced through AI. An example is applying AI for
optimizing patrol against illegal wildlife capturing activities. In a
recent crowdsourced surveillance project on poaching, volunteers
from across the world used an online platform to annotate potential
human intruders based on remote sensing camera footage. If AI
were trained on this data, it could cause unfair bias against communities which volunteers perceive to be more threatening, and
lead to disparate patrolling.
Transparency in AI systems can mitigate this issue. Organizations adopting AI for assessing human impacts should be transparent regarding their technical partners, and engage with domain
experts and local communities when developing the application.
Vendors supplying such AI technology should support examination
and verification on the makeup of their training data and model.

Data Rights and the Fair Use of Data

The public availability of datasets and models built for conservation
requires a cautious analysis of the potential benefits to the AI and
biological science communities (such as on lila.science), along with
the potential consequences of malevolent access. In some instances,
releasing models or datasets that facilitate the identification of
at-risk species may create threats to wildlife.
Transparency to data and model providers as to how their assets
may be used is key to gaining trust in AI safety. In other domains, an
institutional review board (IRB) often assists with assessing these
tradeoffs; perhaps an analogous process may be instituted around
conservation data and models. Considerations for such a board
would include potential misuse, along with safeguards that may
minimize risk. A conservation IRB might also make recommendations to limit distribution only to vetted organizations.
Discretion must be exercised when releasing location data for
threatened species. For some applications, data revealing precise
locations must be obfuscated within a reasonable range, determined
on a species-by-species basis (e.g., species with limited range or
abundance might need larger buffers than migratory species) and
paying attention to any mosaic effect that might inadvertently
reveal location [3]. In other cases, no location data for at-risk species
should be made public if it puts the species further at risk.
Standard practices and services to enable easy citation tracking,
such as with DOI, should be provided. Fully qualified data citations,
combined with unique identifiers, give data providers attribution
and encourage data sharing.

2.3

Unfair Bias and Misuse

The AI for conservation community is well-intentioned, but misuse
can still happen. Unfair bias in model design can occur when an
individual labeler ′ s interpretation instead of an adjudicated truth
is used as ground truth, resulting in bias towards well known or
traditional classes. Unfair bias in training data due to insufficient
data, poor data quality, or even systematically missing data for
certain scenarios, can result in minority bias, where groups are
insufficiently represented to learn the correct statistical pattern.
On the other hand, if model deployment context differs significantly from the training context, overexposure to risk during
deployment can cause unintended consequences. One possible
mitigation is to ensure proper and fair data and model use through
access controls and review boards as described before. Identifying
protected groups, having red teams, and setting up periodic model
performance reviews that evaluate for equal allocation, accuracy,
and outcomes prior to deployment can also help address misuse.
Institutions publishing datasets and models to advance conservation research should consider including datasheets or release notes
with their datasets and models [5][10], documenting current limitations and targeted application scenarios of the published resources.
As a community, we have the obligation to make our dataset and
models more diverse and representative over time.

2.4
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND NEXT STEPS

In this short paper, we outline several ethics concerns around AI
for conservation. To facilitate further research and discussions, we
recommend the following next steps:
• Make explainability a requirement for AI systems used in
conservation research and policy making.
• Establish community-wide data use terms and citation best
practices. High-value datasets and models should be handled
with additional guidelines provided by conservation IRBs.
• Published datasets and models should include additional
release notes, documenting known biases in the datasets,
fairness metrics, and targeted deployment scenarios.
• When human information is recorded, the data collection
procedure, sharing mechanism, and targeted use must be
reviewed by conservation IRBs prior to execution.
• Conservation policy-makers and institutions should be transparent regarding the supply chain for AI-powered tools.
Datasets and technology of public interest should be made
available for examination and verification.
• We should continue engaging in community discussions on
ethical AI, and collaborate with stakeholders to establish a
more complete set of guidelines for future development.

Implications for Human Privacy and Safety
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